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Abstract—Docker is a tool for lightweight OS-level virtualization. Docker images are created by performing a build, controlled by a source-level artifact called a Dockerfile. We studied Dockerfiles on GitHub, and—to our great surprise—found that over a quarter of the examined Dockerfiles failed to build (and thus to produce images). To address this problem, we propose SHIPWRIGHT, a human-in-the-loop system for finding repairs to broken Dockerfiles. SHIPWRIGHT uses a modified version of the BERT language model to embed build logs and to cluster broken Dockerfiles. Using these clusters and a search-based procedure, we were able to design 13 rules for making automated repairs to Dockerfiles. With the aid of SHIPWRIGHT, we submitted 45 pull requests (with a 42.2% acceptance rate) to GitHub projects with broken Dockerfiles. Furthermore, in a “time-travel” analysis of broken Dockerfiles that were later fixed, we found that SHIPWRIGHT proposed repairs that were equivalent to human-authored patches in 22.77% of the cases we studied. Finally, we compared our work with recent, state-of-the-art, static Dockerfile analyses, and found that, while static tools detected possible build-failure-inducing issues in 20.6–33.8% of the files we examined, SHIPWRIGHT was able to detect possible issues in 73.25% of the files and, additionally, provide automated repairs for 18.9% of the files.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Docker is one the most widely used tools for virtualization. With ~79% of IT companies using it [1], Docker has made an impact on developers’ day-to-day work. Developers use Docker to author images via an artifact called a Dockerfile. Images can be based on a variety of operating systems, but primarily, Docker images are Linux-based. Dockerfiles are, effectively, a linear sequence of “setup instructions” that tell the Docker engine how to prepare an image. The final built image is then used to run Docker containers. These containers are similar to lightweight virtual machines. Each container starts with the clean environment specified by its originating Docker image. Together, images and containers allow for isolation, scaling, and reproducibility.

Nonetheless, we found that over 26% of the analyzed samples of Dockerfiles obtained “in the wild” (sourced from GitHub) failed to build successfully. This high a percentage is surprising, because it runs counter to one of the core tenets of Docker, namely, reproducibility. Furthermore, it is outside of the scope of recent efforts to statically analyze Dockerfiles to detect such failures. For example, Hadolint [2] can detect mistakes such as missing or incorrect flags—e.g., forgetting the use of −assume-yes/-y when invoking apt-get install in a Dockerfile. This flag is required because a Dockerfile build runs without interaction; therefore, forgetting this flag may cause the build to hang. Unfortunately, while Hadolint can detect such a mistake statically, many breakages occur due to a change in the external environment and not a change in the source Dockerfile. These observations add to the mounting evidence that external changes, such as dependencies changing, can often lead to broken build-related artifacts [3], [4]. As further evidence of this trend, our prototype tool, SHIPWRIGHT, was used to guide 19 accepted pull requests on GitHub and, for each of these patches, the underlying issue was caused by a change in the external environment (see Section II-A for an example of one such change).

Given this situation, our work seeks to meet the following high-level goal:

Our Goal. Aid developers in automatically repairing broken Dockerfiles, with the hope of reducing the high percentage of broken Dockerfiles that we observed on GitHub.

A. Contributions

Our work makes the following contributions: 1) Technique. We introduce a human-in-the-loop approach to fixing broken Dockerfiles; 2) Tool. We made available a tool implementing our technique; and 3) Data. We made available an extension of the binnacle dataset [5], including build logs.

Technique. Unlike previous approaches that attempt to mine patterns automatically and directly from Dockerfiles, SHIPWRIGHT follows a human-in-the-loop approach to build a repair database. We include human supervision to broaden the effectiveness of SHIPWRIGHT: a fully automatic approach would limit the scope of repairs that could be detected. SHIPWRIGHT is designed to act as a “co-pilot” that can side-step the limitations of a completely automatic approach with

*Equal contributions.
the goal of constructing a comprehensive database of repairs. To build such a database, SHIPWRIGHT uses clustering, human supervision, and a search-based recommendation system we built to leverage vast community-knowledge bases, such as StackOverflow and Docker’s community forum. In general, we require repairs to incorporate both some kind of pre-condition (pattern) and a transformation function (patch).

During clustering, one challenge that SHIPWRIGHT needs to address is the heterogeneity of the data, which is a mixture of code and natural language. The mixing of code and natural language makes it non-trivial to design a featurization method for clustering. Therefore, to address this challenge, SHIPWRIGHT uses a modified version of Google’s BERT model [6], [7] to embed Dockerfile build logs. By using a pre-trained transformer-based neural model, we are able to sidestep tedious feature engineering, and benefit from the diverse corpora on which BERT-based models have been trained. Using this embedding, we perform clustering with HDBSCAN [8], in the vector space of embedded build logs, and use the results to cluster failing builds. By using the vectors generated through BERT, we leverage the “understanding” encoded in BERT’s language model. To our surprise, we found that recent off-the-shelf language models work well in this domain. Using the generated clusters, we employ human supervision to intuit, for each cluster, a likely root cause of failure and, if possible, engineer one or more automated repairs to save to SHIPWRIGHT’s database. Later, SHIPWRIGHT will use this human-generated repair database to attempt automatic repair of failing Dockerfiles.

Tool. The scripts to automate each of the steps of SHIPWRIGHT (see Figure 3) are publicly available at https://github.com/STAR-RG/shipwright.

Data. We have identified a subset of Dockerfiles from the binnacle dataset [5] that are amenable to automated builds. (The dataset and filtering criteria are described in Section III.) We have built these files in-context (an expensive operation that requires hundreds of hours of compute time), and captured detailed data from the results, including logs from the builds. These build logs represent a significant expansion of the data in the original binnacle dataset, and it is our hope that this extended data will accelerate research on diagnostic tools for Dockerfile analysis and repair. This expanded data is available at https://github.com/STAR-RG/shipwright.

B. Evaluation

We evaluated several aspects of SHIPWRIGHT; a summary of our results is as follows: (i) Broken Dockerfiles are prevalent: in the data we analyzed, 26.3% of Dockerfiles failed to build. (ii) Even using optimistic criteria, existing static tools are capable of identifying the cause of a failure in only 20.6%–33.8% of the broken Dockerfiles. (iii) SHIPWRIGHT is capable of clustering broken Dockerfiles and offering actionable solutions: for files that clustered, SHIPWRIGHT provides automated repairs in 20.34% of the cases; for files that did not cluster, SHIPWRIGHT is still able to provide automated repairs in 18.18% of cases. (iv) In a “time-travel” analysis, we found that SHIPWRIGHT would be able to provide actionable solutions to 98.04% of the Dockerfiles that we found initially broken and then subsequently fixed in their respective repositories. Finally, we used the reports from SHIPWRIGHT to submit 45 Pull Requests to still-broken Dockerfiles. Of these, 19 have been accepted. These results provide initial, yet strong, evidence that SHIPWRIGHT is useful to help developers fix broken Dockerfiles.

II. SOURCES OF BUILD FAILURES

This section describes some of the distinct sources of problems that can lead to build failures in Dockerfiles.

A. Breaking Changes in External Files

This kind of failure occurs when a Dockerfile’s external dependencies (such as the file’s base image or URLs embedded within the file) are changed; often these changes external to the Dockerfile will require a change in the Dockerfile itself. To illustrate this problem, consider the case where the developer used latest to indicate the version of the base image of her Dockerfile, as in FROM ubuntu:latest. These base images are downloaded from Docker Hub [9], a distributed database that is part of the Docker ecosystem. The problem with using latest is that a change to the base image may require changes to the Dockerfile. Unfortunately, there is no clear way to incorporate those required changes automatically. For instance, the python-pip package is part of Python 2, and Python 2 is unavailable on Ubuntu images higher than 18.04. Consequently, a build on a Dockerfile with the command apt-get -y install python-pip will pass when the file is based on Ubuntu images 18.04 and lower, but it will fail on higher versions, including the latest LTS version of Ubuntu.

We used the SHIPWRIGHT toolset to analyze and cluster hundreds of broken Dockerfiles, looking for common error patterns in their build logs and associated Dockerfiles. Using a human-in-the-loop process, we then extracted patterns and associated them with candidate repairs. For example, when running the command docker build on the Dockerfile FROM ubuntu:latest...RUN apt-get -y install python-pip..., Docker reports the message “Unable to locate package python-pip” on output. When that message is present in the logs, we found that the typical image in Dockerfiles is Ubuntu and the version is either undefined, latest, or 20.04. We also noticed that this error message appears not only with python-pip, but with other packages as well.

We expressed these patterns with regular expressions to be checked against the Dockerfile (the static data) and error logs (the dynamic data). For instance, we expressed the pattern for the problem above with the regex "FROM ubuntu(\s|:\s|\s)latest (\s|:\s|\s)20.04\)" & “Unable to locate package (.+\)" \log. Note that such an expression 1) defines a pattern over the Dockerfile, 2) defines a pattern over the output log, and 3) uses the groups “(.+\)” and “(.+)” to bind data to variables for later use.

Figure 1 shows two possible solutions to the problem above. The first solution is to fix the base image to the most recent
Version with which the command can still be executed. The following abstract operation characterizes the repair: replace $0$ with :18.04. The symbol $0$ refers to the regex group matching the Ubuntu image in the Dockerfile (i.e., "(\(...\)\)" that must be replaced with one specific Ubuntu version (e.g., :18.04). The second solution is to install Python 2 and its toolset. The following operation characterizes the repair: add ARG DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive \&\& add-apt-repository universe \&\& curl https://.../get-pip.py —output get-pip.py \&\& python2 get-pip.py \n... # remaining code

Fig. 1: Solving python-pip unavailable on ubuntu:latest.

### C. Missing Commands in the Dockerfile

This failure occurs when a given Dockerfile uses a command that is unavailable on a given image. The solution in that case is to install the command using the proper syntax, because it depends on the version of the image. Table II lists one example of this error pattern and the respective repair under row “Id” 8.

### D. Project-Specific Failures and Suggestions

We observed that many broken Dockerfiles require repairs that are project-specific and cannot be generalized. In those cases, SHIPWRIGHT is unable to produce a repair to the broken file. Instead, in those cases, SHIPWRIGHT provides suggestions. For instance, consider the case where a Dockerfile includes a command to deploy a Node.js server, such as \n
```bash
npm run build
```

The execution of that command fails because there is an error in the Node.js project. There is nothing to fix within the Dockerfile. The developer needs to examine what is wrong in her Node.js project and fix it. In that case, SHIPWRIGHT reports a suggestion, such as “NPM build error...”. As another example, consider a case in which a command refers to a broken link, such as \n
```bash
RUN wget <url>
```

SHIPWRIGHT cannot guess how to fix the broken link. Table II shows a sample of suggestions provided by SHIPWRIGHT. In the future, it would be interesting to examine how one might combine SHIPWRIGHT with other tool-specific and language-specific repair techniques. Tools that have a combined understanding of DevOps artifacts and the programs these artifacts support represent an intriguing area for future work.

### III. Dataset

We use an expanded version of the binnacle dataset as the source of Dockerfiles to analyze. The binnacle dataset consists of all Dockerfiles from GitHub repositories with ten or more stars. These Dockerfiles represent a broad and largely unfiltered picture of the state of Dockerfiles one might find in popular GitHub repositories. Although the original dataset was created in 2019, the binnacle toolchain allows us to capture recent data using the same methodology; thus, we populated our dataset with more recent data (June 2020) extracted using the same tools. Unfortunately, directly using the Dockerfiles in this dataset is challenging for two reasons: (i) many Dockerfiles in the dataset come from the same repository and, in such cases, the purpose of the Dockerfiles is obscured, making efforts—like automated builds—more difficult; (ii) many Dockerfiles are nested deep within repositories (especially when repositories contain many independent projects or services). In either case, automated builds are challenging because the intent behind the Dockerfile...
is difficult to infer. In case (i), it is difficult to infer which of the (many) Dockerfiles should be built. In case (ii), it is difficult to infer an appropriate context directory, which is a pre-requisite to building a Docker image.

**Dataset Filtering.** To address these issues, we filtered the files from the pinnacle dataset using two criteria: (a) we only considered repositories with a single Dockerfile, and (b) we required that the given Dockerfile resides within the repository’s root directory. For such a repository, it is not unreasonable to assume two things: (i) the Dockerfile is intended to produce an artifact corresponding to the given repository (because it is the only Dockerfile in that repository), and (ii) the Dockerfile likely uses the repository’s root directory as its build context: the Dockerfile resides in the root directory, and the docker build command assumes, by default, that the target Dockerfile resides within the given context directory. Performing this filtering yielded 32,466 repositories and corresponding Dockerfiles that may be amenable to automated builds. It is this subset of the original dataset (a refreshed version of pinnacle’s dataset) that we used in our studies.

**Building Dockerfiles at Scale.** SHIPWRIGHT performed in-context builds on 20,526 of the 32,466 Dockerfiles in our filtered dataset (recall: we filter to Dockerfiles from the original dataset that are likely amenable to automated builds). Although we would have liked to use all 32,466 Dockerfiles, we encountered some problems performing in-context builds on that many files in a reasonable time frame, which forced us to use a smaller set of 20,526 files. We tried various approaches to scaling these in-context builds, but distributing this kind of process would require Docker installations across a wide variety of machines—in practice, this requirement was difficult to satisfy: none of the distributed-computing resources we had access to would allow us to control a Docker daemon on the distributed machines (while, for many distributed platforms, running containers is easy). This requirement, while understandable from a security perspective, forced us to run builds in a non-distributed way (on a single large server). Given this constraint, some builds either time out (we set a limit of 30 minutes) or, due to contention from running multiple builds on this single server and daemon instance, some builds fail to complete due to errors internal to the Docker daemon; builds that fail in this manner are marked as undetermined. Instead of revisiting undetermined builds, we spent our resources on building a larger portion of our filtered dataset. Through this process, we captured the results from 20,526 Dockerfile builds, and saved these results to a database for further analysis. Section IV-A describes this offline data processing with the SHIPWRIGHT toolset in further detail.

**IV. SHIPWRIGHT**

Figure 3 shows the workflow of SHIPWRIGHT as a pipeline of three steps, organized according to their respective goals.

The goal of the first step is to analyze a corpus of broken Dockerfiles—mined from GitHub—and to perform in-context builds so that logs can be acquired (Section IV-A). The goal of the second step is to cluster broken Dockerfiles and find repairs (i.e., transformation functions on Dockerfiles) (Section IV-B). Given a cluster, SHIPWRIGHT automatically elaborates search queries from log files of representative Dockerfiles within the cluster. A human then supervises the creation of repairs and suggestions by (i) looking for error patterns as manifested in existing QA forums resulting from the search query, and (ii) creating plausible repairs (or, if no automated repairs are possible, creating suggestions) which are saved in a database for later, online, use. Finally, the third (interactive) stage of the pipeline looks for actual repairs for a broken Dockerfile (Section IV-C). This component takes as input the output produced in the previous (offline) stages and a broken Dockerfile, and produces either (i) an automated repair, (ii) a suggestion (in cases where repair cannot be automated), or (iii) an indication that no existing repairs or suggestions apply. The following sections describe each step in detail.

**A. Data Collection**

This component of SHIPWRIGHT builds and analyzes Dockerfiles from a pre-existing corpus. We utilize the 32,466 Dockerfiles described in Section III as our input corpus. Those files were filtered to be amenable to automated builds. For each file in this corpus, SHIPWRIGHT does the following: 1) Clones the originating repository for the given Dockerfile into a unique /tmp/<repo-id> directory; 2) Runs docker build -f <Dockerfile> /tmp/<repo-id>, which builds a <Dockerfile> from our dataset using the root directory of the cloned repository as the build context. Building in context is crucial because the build may need to access files from the originating repository to complete successfully. Although we are interested in build failures, we want to avoid trivial failures; 3) Discards builds that still have trivial failures; and 4) Saves, for each failing build, execution logs (standard output and standard error streams), the AST for the given Dockerfile, and various metadata (e.g., repository information, image history,
and a log of the git clone procedure). An example would be a broken build caused by an execution failure in a directive, such as COPY or ADD. Although builds are performed in context, it is still possible that the Dockerfile is intended to be built as part of a more complex workflow with a context directory that is different from the repository root directory. Unfortunately, this information may exist in some third-party script, or may be user-supplied.

Figure 3 illustrates this workflow in the box named “Step 1: Data Collection.” We note that data collection is quite costly: we ran a 32-core CentOS workstation for several weeks and, during that time, managed to build about three times (20,526) of the 32,466 files in our dataset. (See Section III for a discussion of the difficulties of building many Dockerfiles at scale.) Although builds can be parallelized, there is only one Docker daemon per installation of Docker—this situation creates a limit to the practical concurrency that can be achieved, along with the network bandwidth to the workstation used for analysis. We attempted to perform builds on a high-throughput cluster but, unfortunately, the strict security requirements of such clusters prevent deploying a workflow involving Docker images builds, which effectively execute untrusted code.

B. Repair & Suggestion Extraction

This step of SHIPWRIGHT works as follows. First, it uses HDBSCAN, applied to embeddings\(^1\) to partition the Dockerfile data produced in the previous step. Second, it uses those clusters to assist a human with the task of searching for solutions and building a database of repairs. We now elaborate on each of these steps.

Clustering: SHIPWRIGHT attempts to cluster failing Dockerfile builds using embeddings and HDBSCAN (a hierarchical variant of DBSCAN, a classic clustering algorithm \(^2\)). The difficulty of clustering in this domain is two-fold: (i) the data to cluster is heterogeneous, and is often a mix of code and natural language (i.e., the build logs, which will often contain a description of the failure in English and a reproduction of the Bash or Dockerfile snippet that leads to the error), and (ii) although we would like to cluster on the cause of build failures, we do not have a way to definitively extract the cause of a given build failure; therefore, we must use data that is, at best, a proxy or symptomatic of the root cause of failure. In particular, we use a tokenized version of the build logs for the failing build (which may include a variety of things: debug output, warnings, and errors—which may include code snippets) as input to BERT to produce embeddings.

Searching for Repairs or Suggestions: This component of SHIPWRIGHT takes a set of clusters as input, and produces a list of pairs as output. The first element of the pair is a signature that identifies the issue (in the Dockerfile and its logs) whereas the second element of the pair is either (i) a repair, consisting of a pure transformation function that takes a Dockerfile as input and produces another file as output, or (ii) a suggestion (about what needs to be repaired and how) for the cases where human knowledge is necessary to prepare the repair. We elaborate on each of these two cases in the following and Tables III and IV provide examples of such pairs.

\(^1\)Embeddings refer to high-dimensional vectors of numbers that are used as a proxy for non-numeric artifacts (such as text or code). Embeddings are often of use, because many operations can be performed in the resulting vector space, and later mapped back to the originating artifacts.

\(^2\)Ideally, one would try GPT-3 because it is the newest and largest such language model; unfortunately, for now, access to GPT-3 is quite limited, and we were unable to obtain access.
search-based recommendation system to assist a human in locating repairs of broken Dockerfiles. SHIPWRIGHT proceeds as follows: it selects a cluster and a representative Dockerfile from that cluster; it extracts keywords from the logs of that file; it builds a search string from those keywords; it submits the corresponding query to a search engine; it filters the outputs from related community forums; and it reports a list of the top-5 URLs as output for a human to inspect. Human inspection consists of reading proposed solutions on discussion forums, and then applying a given solution to the representative Dockerfile from the cluster. If that solution is plausible, i.e., if it allows the Dockerfile to build an image successfully, the next step is to check if the error-pattern/repair-function pair is applicable to other Dockerfiles in the cluster. While doing so, the human inspector looks for opportunities to generalize the pattern and repair function to avoid overfitting a solution to a particular case. For instance, in the example given in Section II-A, the initial solution was too narrow, focusing on fixes of files containing the exact message "Unable to locate package python-pip" in the output log. However, we observed similar error messages, referring to different packages. In this case, the solution was to replace “python-pip" in that string with a symbolic name for a package. To sum up, SHIPWRIGHT leverages community knowledge bases (e.g., StackOverflow and Docker’s community forums) to find solutions to known issues, such as those presented in Section 1.

SHIPWRIGHT supports a total of 13 repair patterns. Table 1 shows the pairs of (1) build-error signatures—referred to as a pattern—and (2) a corresponding repair for 10 of them. Column “Id” shows the id of a pair. Column “Pattern” shows the error pattern, which is a regular expression that matches a string in the error logs (the dynamic part) and/or a string in the Dockerfile (the static part). Column “Repair” shows a function, in natural language, describing how to transform and fix a broken Dockerfile. We use the keywords add, remove, and replace to describe operations that need to be performed on the Dockerfile. We informally described the semantics of these operations with examples in Section I-A. Although there is no fundamental reason preventing us from creating these transformations automatically, we wrote the code implementing these transformation functions because we found empirically that creating these functions was not a time-consuming error-prone task. Finally, column “Src.” shows a reference for the solution on the web.

Case 2 (Searching for Suggestions): There are cases where SHIPWRIGHT cannot produce a repair. For example, a Dockerfile whose build fails because of a compilation error or broken URL requires a human to fix the underlying error. For those cases, we report a suggestion, i.e., generic advice on what needs to be done. Table 1 shows a small sample from the total of 50 suggestion patterns that SHIPWRIGHT supports (in addition to 13 repair patterns). Column “Id” shows the id of the suggestions, column “Pattern” shows the signature, and column “Suggestions” shows the suggestion message.

C. Repair and Suggestion Generation

SHIPWRIGHT can be used to repair Dockerfiles or provide suggestions using the database generated in step 2 (Section IV-B). Given a Dockerfile, SHIPWRIGHT iteratively examines the repairs and suggestions and, given a match, it either (i) produces a patched file, by applying a repair, or (ii) provides a suggestion message to the user. If neither a repair nor a suggestion with a matching pre-condition exists within the database, SHIPWRIGHT is still able to use its search-based process to guide a human in producing fixes and suggestions, as we did in step 2 (Section IV-B). This search-based process provides a user with a small set of (filtered) links to resources likely to help in fixing the given input file. In summary, SHIPWRIGHT, during step 3, produces either: (i) a Dockerfile repair, (ii) a suggestion on how to fix the broken build, or (iii) a curated set of results from a search-based process that may provide solutions to the underlying build issue.

V. Evaluation

The goal of SHIPWRIGHT is to help developers fix broken Dockerfiles. It does that through a combination of (i) clustering of broken Dockerfiles (by likely root cause), and (ii) a search-based method to find repairs (and, if no automated repairs are feasible, suggestions). To gain insights into the landscape of broken Dockerfiles used in GitHub projects and to understand SHIPWRIGHT’s efficacy, we pose the following research questions.

RQ1. How prevalent are Dockerfile build failures in projects that use Docker on GitHub? Can existing (static) tools identify the failure-inducing issues within these broken files?

Rationale: The purpose of this question is to evaluate the potential impact of SHIPWRIGHT. If build failures are rare, then impact is limited. Furthermore, reproducibility is a core tenet of Docker—it would be surprising to find many broken Dockerfiles. We also assess the ability of existing (static) tools to identify issues that may lead to failing Dockerfile builds.

Metrics: We used the following metrics to answer RQ1: 1) the fraction of Dockerfiles in our dataset with builds that fail; 2) the relationship between failures and project popularity; and 3) the success rate of existing (static) tools in predicting Dockerfile build failures. The first metric evaluates the fraction of Dockerfiles that we mined from GitHub that fail to build because the Dockerfile is broken (for non-trivial and non-toolchain-related reasons). The second metric examines the relationship between the number of GitHub stars a given repository has (a common proxy for popularity on GitHub) and whether that repository contains a broken Dockerfile. This measurement helps us ascertain whether popular repositories suffer from broken Dockerfiles at the same rate as less popular repositories. Recall that we do not have any Dockerfiles from repositories with less than 10 GitHub stars (Section III). Finally, the third metric ascertains the ability of pre-existing tools, namely, Hadolint and binacle’s rule checker (29), to find issues within broken Dockerfiles.
**RQ2. Can we use off-the-shelf language models, like BERT, to easily cluster broken Dockerfiles?**

**Rationale:** Given the number of observed failures, it is reasonable to ask whether many failures are unique. If many failures are similar, one might hope that generalized repairs exist. Furthermore, if failing Dockerfile builds can be clustered, those clusters may be used to bootstrap finding repairs. Finally, if we can leverage the level of understanding available in large off-the-shelf language models (like BERT), then we can design robust clustering routines with little specialized engineering effort, and avoid techniques based on manually designed heuristics.

**Metrics:** To answer RQ2, we examine the percentage of clusters (generated using SHIPWRIGHT), where all elements share a single (likely) root cause. This metric provides insight into SHIPWRIGHT’s ability to cluster broken Dockerfiles and the usefulness of those clusters—good clustering allows for finding multiple exemplars for a single failure which, in turn, makes the task of generating automated repairs simpler.

**RQ3. How effective is SHIPWRIGHT in producing repairs?**

(i) To what extent do repairs cover the failures from our dataset? (ii) For failures that can be clustered, is it possible to generalize repairs? (iii) What can be done for failures from non-clustered files?

**Rationale:** The purpose of this question is to evaluate SHIPWRIGHT’s effectiveness on our dataset. If proposed solutions are unable to cover a variety of Dockerfiles, then SHIPWRIGHT’s usefulness is questionable.

**Metrics:** 1) We measured the fraction of broken Dockerfiles (from our dataset) for which SHIPWRIGHT produces a repair. 2) For the set of clusters that SHIPWRIGHT produces, we measured the extent to which repairs generalize. For that, we measure “coverage” (i) in the cluster that originated that pattern, and (ii) across different clusters. Coverage refers to the portion of elements within a cluster that match the same pre-condition for a repair. 3) For broken Dockerfiles that did not cluster, we measured how often SHIPWRIGHT provides a repair. In all cases, we also evaluated SHIPWRIGHT’s ability to provide suggestions if repairs were not feasible. Collectively, these metrics measure how effective SHIPWRIGHT is in proposing solutions to the broken files in our dataset.

**RQ4. How effective is SHIPWRIGHT in reducing the number of broken Dockerfiles in public repositories?**

**Rationale:** Although RQ3 seeks to evaluate SHIPWRIGHT’s ability to fix broken Dockerfiles, there still remains a question of SHIPWRIGHT’s usefulness in practice. RQ4 seeks an understanding of SHIPWRIGHT’s effectiveness to meet our overarching goal: fixing broken Dockerfiles in public repositories.

**Metrics:** To answer RQ4, we used two metrics: 1) What proportion of Dockerfiles that appear in our dataset as broken Dockerfiles, but have since been fixed, would also have been fixed, had we applied SHIPWRIGHT? 2) How often can we
use SHIPWRIGHT to produce pull-requests that are accepted by external reviewers? The first metric refers to a kind of “time-travel” analysis because, using updates that took place during the period in which we built SHIPWRIGHT, we can attempt to measure how successful we would have been had SHIPWRIGHT existed at an earlier date, and had we applied it. Nevertheless, this metric is still a “simulated” one. Therefore, the second metric quantifies SHIPWRIGHT’s “real-world” applicability by actually using it to produce repairs and submitting them for (external) review.

A. Answering RQ1: How prevalent are Dockerfile build failures in projects that use Docker on GitHub? Can existing (static) tools identify the failure-inducing issues within these broken files?

To answer RQ1, we used SHIPWRIGHT to build a random sample of Dockerfiles from our (filtered) dataset. In total, we tried to build 20,526 Dockerfiles and found 5,405 broken Dockerfiles. This gives us an estimated 26.3% “breakage rate” for Dockerfiles in our overall dataset. The large amount of broken Dockerfiles on GitHub runs counter to one of the core reasons for using Docker: reproducibility. Aside from broken Dockerfiles, we encountered 393 Dockerfiles with builds that time out (we use a threshold of 30 minutes) and 3,514 Dockerfiles with undetermined results (which arise due to the pressure that multiple concurrent builds place on the Docker daemon). Neither timeouts nor builds with undetermined results are counted as broken Dockerfiles. Instead, we count these results as successful builds to give a conservative estimate (and lower bound) of the “breakage rate” for Dockerfiles in our dataset. Figure 6 provides a visual overview of these categories.

To put these results in context, we also examined the distribution of stars for the 5,405 repositories in our dataset. For these repositories, we find that: (i) a third have 18 stars or fewer, (ii) a third have greater than 18 stars, but fewer than 51 stars, and (iii) a third have 51 or more stars. This distribution was surprising, especially because some repositories with broken Dockerfiles had many thousands of stars. We spotted some of these cases and found that, indeed, even quite popular repositories can have broken Dockerfiles. For example, the MEAN stack project [30] has over 12K stars, yet it contains a Dockerfile that fails to build.

Finally, we also tested the capabilities of two existing (static) tools: binnacle [29] and Hadolint [2]. For both tools, we sought an estimate of the number of broken Dockerfiles for which each tool identifies a possible build-breaking issue. Because we found it impractical to manually examine the tools’ outputs on each of the 5,405 broken files, we instead used a (generous) estimate based on how often each tool reports a rule violation for an issue that might cause a build to break. For example, Hadolint can identify when the version of an image used for a base in a Dockerfile is un-pinned; thus, if Hadolint reports a rule violation in this category, on any file, we count it as Hadolint identifying a possible build-breaking issue (and mark the file as “solved” by Hadolint). In total, Hadolint identifies such issues in only 33.8% of files, and binnacle identifies such issues in only 20.6% of files.

Summary of RQ1: The presence of broken Dockerfiles on GitHub is common. Furthermore, even highly starred repositories sometimes contain broken Dockerfiles. Finally, existing static tools only identify plausible build-breaking issues in 20.6–33.8% of cases (and, even when issues are identified, such tools do not provide repairs).

B. Answering RQ2: Can we use off-the-shelf language models, like BERT, to easily cluster broken Dockerfiles?

To generate the clusters we use throughout our evaluation, we first performed a grid search against SHIPWRIGHT’s clustering algorithm. During this search, we focused on exploring the space of hyperparameters used in HDBSCAN—the embeddings, although generated by a neural model, are not “tunable” without investing in re-training the model, which is outside the scope of SHIPWRIGHT. We searched approximately 200 configurations and found, on average, HDBSCAN was able to cluster 34% (1,836) of the 5,405 broken Dockerfiles identified by SHIPWRIGHT. In the clustering that we used, consisting of 144 clusters containing 1,814 files, we were able to confirm that 36.5% of the clusters consisted of Dockerfiles that all had the same root cause for their failures.

Summary of RQ2: SHIPWRIGHT’s approach to clustering Dockerfiles can, on average, cluster 34% of our dataset, and, for over a third of the clusters generated, we can confirm that a single issue covers all failing Dockerfiles within a cluster.

The answer to RQ2 bodes well for using clusters to bootstrap finding automated repairs. However, we note that the clustered files only make up a portion of broken files: therefore, to assess generalizability, RQ3 examines SHIPWRIGHT’s ability to use repairs learned from our clustered files and apply them to non-clustered files.

C. Answering RQ3: How effective is SHIPWRIGHT in producing repairs? (i) To what extent do repairs cover the failures from our dataset? (ii) For failures that can be clustered, is it possible to generalize repairs? (iii) What can be done for failures from non-clustered files?

This question evaluates SHIPWRIGHT’s effectiveness on our dataset of broken Dockerfiles (Section III).

RQ3.1 evaluates how much of the set of broken Dockerfiles can be addressed with the repairs that SHIPWRIGHT generates. Figure 5 shows the effects of the repairs (and suggestions) that we found across the 144 clusters produced by SHIPWRIGHT. Each vertical bar denotes one cluster. These bars are divided into three segments. The size of the segment at the bottom of
the bar (in yellow) represents the percentage of failures in a given cluster for which SHIPWRIGHT provided an automated repair; the size of the segment in the middle of the bar (in blue) represents the percentage of failures for which SHIPWRIGHT provided suggestions (which are generated in cases where no repairs apply); and the size of the segment at the top of the bar (in gray) represents the percentage of failures for which SHIPWRIGHT could not find a solution.

Summary of RQ3.1: The 13 repairs created with SHIPWRIGHT offered solutions to 20.34% of the 1,814 broken and clustered Dockerfiles. In cases where no repairs were applicable, SHIPWRIGHT’s 50 suggestions applied to an additional 69.63% of the broken and clustered Dockerfiles.

RQ3.2 evaluates the ability of the repairs to generalize to a large number of cases. Table III shows the relative amount of broken Dockerfiles that each one of our 13 repair patterns covered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th># Clusters</th>
<th>Coverage (%)</th>
<th>Parent</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>49.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>82.14</td>
<td>82.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>88.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Column “Id” refers to the id of the repair (most of which listed in Table I), and column “#Clusters” shows the number of clusters where the corresponding repair could fix at least one of the broken Dockerfiles in it. Error patterns are extracted from a given cluster, which we refer to as “parent”. Column “(Coverage) Parent” then shows the fraction of broken Dockerfiles within the parent cluster that were corrected using the respective repair. Column “(Coverage) Avg.” shows the average fraction of repaired files across the different clusters affected by a repair pattern.

Summary of RQ3.2: The 13 repair patterns produced with SHIPWRIGHT generalized well within the parent cluster (avg. 84.01%) and across affected clusters (avg. 68.22%).

Recall that a total of 3,586 of the 5,400 broken Dockerfiles (66.4%) were not clustered. For non-clustered files, SHIPWRIGHT produced repairs to 18.18% of them. Overall, SHIPWRIGHT produced an actionable solution to the developer in 64.81% of the files that were not associated with any cluster (18.18% from repairs and an additional 46.63% from suggestions). Note that SHIPWRIGHT used the patterns produced by analyzing clustered files. That was possible because the clustering step is conservative and clusters were based on embeddings of largely syntactic information (logs). For example, we observed that a file failing on the statement `apk add A && apk add B && ... && apk add bzr` was not clustered with other files failing on `apk add bzr`—but, upon further examination, we found that this file failed to cluster due to its use of a conjunction of successive `apk add` commands instead of the (more common) use of the multi-argument `apk add A B ... bzr` variant. In practice, although conservative, the generated clusters were suitable for creating useful and generalizable repairs.

Finally, when no repairs or suggestions apply, SHIPWRIGHT can still provide a list of URLs pointing to resources that may provide a developer with a fix for their broken file.

Summary of RQ3.3: Even in non-clustered broken Dockerfiles, SHIPWRIGHT was able to produce automated repairs in 18.18% of the files. Furthermore, when no repairs applied, SHIPWRIGHT was able to provide suggestions in 46.63% of the files.

D. Answering RQ4: How effective is SHIPWRIGHT in reducing the number of broken Dockerfiles in public repositories?

This section reports on two experiments we conducted to assess the practical usefulness of SHIPWRIGHT. The first experiment (Section V-D1) measures the fraction of initially-broken but later-fixed Dockerfiles that could have been repaired with SHIPWRIGHT. The second experiment (Section V-D2) measures the acceptance ratio of Pull Requests (PRs) for Dockerfiles found to be still broken in their repositories.
1) Repair Confirmation: This experiment evaluates SHIPWRIGHT on real patches created by GitHub developers. The metric we used was the fraction of the patches created by developers that matched the repairs or suggestions of SHIPWRIGHT. To run this experiment, we searched for fixed Dockerfiles on GitHub. We used the same procedure as reported in Section IV-A, but we re-clone the repositories on Aug. 14, 2020 (8/14/20). Because we know that the Dockerfile build on the first version of the project failed, we only needed to perform Dockerfile builds for the 8/14/20 versions of projects. To avoid unnecessary builds, we looked for Dockerfiles that were changed in the repository, and found that 161 (=8.87%) of the original 1,814 broken Dockerfiles were changed in their repositories from the day they were retrieved up to 8/14/20. We ran the command `docker build` on the first version of the project failed, we only needed to perform Dockerfile builds for the 8/14/20 versions of projects. To avoid unnecessary builds, we looked for Dockerfiles that were changed in the repository, and found that 161 (=8.87%) of the original 1,814 broken Dockerfiles were changed in their repositories from the day they were retrieved up to 8/14/20. We ran the command `docker build` on those 161 files, and discarded the cases where the build was still unsuccessful. In the end, we obtained a set of 102 \( \langle x, y \rangle \) pairs to analyze, with \( x \) denoting a broken Dockerfile from our dataset and \( y \) denoting its corresponding patch. The method we used to measure effectiveness of SHIPWRIGHT was to run SHIPWRIGHT on \( x \) and compare the generated repair or suggestion, if found, with \( y \).

Of the 102 cases of initially-broken then-fixed Dockerfiles, SHIPWRIGHT produced an identical repair in 23 of the cases. In 77 cases, SHIPWRIGHT provided suggestions that matched the patch used by the developer. Although we found that the ratio of suggestions to fixes was higher compared to results of RQ3.1, SHIPWRIGHT covered most of the cases we analyzed (a total of 98.04% of the cases). Overall, we believe that this result is encouraging because it provides a strong (and relatively unbiased) indication that the repairs that SHIPWRIGHT produces are (i) correct (they matched the fixes of developers) and (ii) useful (almost all cases were covered).

2) Pull Requests (PRs): This experiment evaluates SHIPWRIGHT on Pull Requests (PRs) issued to GitHub projects with still-broken Dockerfiles. The goal is to assess the feedback from developers to these PRs, which is a proxy for their interest in SHIPWRIGHT’s results. For each of the 13 repair patterns, we randomly sampled 5 Dockerfiles (from our dataset) that remained broken until the date we ran this experiment. Then, we manually prepared a PR that explained the problem (including a link to a similar case) and proposed a repair, as created by SHIPWRIGHT. To avoid violating double-blind rules, we created and used a GitHub account under the fictitious name “Joseph Pett” to submit the PRs. Our artifact ([https://github.com/STAR-RG/shipwright](https://github.com/STAR-RG/shipwright)) includes an up-to-date tracker of the submitted, accepted, and rejected PRs.

Of the 45 PRs that we submitted, 19 were accepted by developers (=42.2%); 4 PRs were rejected; and 22 PRs have not yet been reviewed by developers. The number of submitted PRs was lower than 65 (=13\*5) because we could not find five Dockerfiles still broken for some of the patterns.

Three of the four rejected PRs were related to the same organization and the same problem, characterized by pattern #7 (Table I). The developer pointed out that using a new version of the Docker Ruby image solved the encoding problem, and he preferred to update the Ruby version. With that feedback, we revised repair #7 to include a second solution, which is to update the Ruby version to 2.5.8. We have confirmed that this repair also works for the Dockerfiles repaired by the original solution. The new version of the Ruby image was committed on June 2020 [31], while this issue has been reported since June 2015 [25]. This GitHub issue was the URL recommended by SHIPWRIGHT to assist the human to produce a repair.

VI. Threats to Validity

Although most of our analysis is based on samples of (broken) Dockerfiles from GitHub repositories with ten or more stars, it is possible that this data is not representative of Dockerfile use in general. Nonetheless, we found that real developers accepted the patches that SHIPWRIGHT generated, and thus we can be reasonably sure that the trends (and repairs) we have identified are applicable in practice. Additionally, our repairs and suggestions require a human in the loop, which is a source of bias. To side-step this source of bias, we ran a “time-travel” analysis in which we were able to confirm retroactively that SHIPWRIGHT’s repairs and suggestions were either identical (for repairs) or similar (for suggestions) to patches that developers actually applied. This study is an important counterpoint to our pull-request study, because even pull-request acceptances could be biased, in the sense that it is hard for a developer to “reject” an offered patch.

We also made efforts to bolster our results by using robust methodology where possible: e.g., to understand clustering behavior, we ran a grid search over 200 different configurations of hyper-parameters; we also benchmarked two recent static tools to give some context to SHIPWRIGHT results.

VII. Related Work

Empirical studies on Docker (and DevOps). A growing number of studies have been carried out on Dockerfiles, as well as on the broader topic of DevOps [32] (also known as *infrastructure as code*). For Docker, Cito *et al.* [33] examined Dockerfile quality and, similar to us, found a high rate of breakage in Dockerfile builds; they cite a 34% breakage rate from a smaller sample of 560 projects. We found a comparable breakage rate, but have also developed methods aimed at making *repairs* instead of just analyzing quality. More recently, Wu *et al.* [34] conducted a comprehensive study of build failures in Dockerfiles. They analyzed a total of 3,828 GitHub project containing Dockerfiles, and a total of 857,086 Docker builds. Overall, they found a failure rate of 17.8%. Despite the differences in failure rates, these studies corroborate our finding that build failures are prevalent. Lin *et al.* [35] analyzed patterns (i.e., good and bad practices) in Dockerfiles. Among various observations, they found that many Dockerfiles use obsolete OS images, which can pose security risks (because...
attacked could exploit documented vulnerabilities) and incorrectly use the latest tag. Xu and Marinov \cite{36} investigated characteristics of Docker images from DockerHub. Among other findings, they listed opportunities to improve Software Engineering tasks based on how images are organized. For example, they report that image variants could be used to support combinatorial testing. Zerouali et al. \cite{37} studied version-related vulnerabilities (yet another category of issues that may arise in Dockerfiles—similar to some of the build-breaking issues we observed, in which *external changes in the environment* negatively affect a Dockerfile). Among various findings, they found that no release is devoid of vulnerabilities, so deployers of Docker containers cannot avoid vulnerabilities even if they deploy the most recent packages.

**Analysis of Dockerfiles** Henkel et al. \cite{29} created a static checker for Dockerfiles (similar to Hadolint \cite{2}), called binnacle, which is capable of learning rules from existing Dockerfiles; however, unlike SHIPWRIGHT, neither binnacle nor Hadolint attempts repairs. Xu et al. \cite{38} examined “Temporary File Smells”, which are an image-quality-related issue, not a build-breaking issue, such as the ones we examined. Zeng et al. \cite{39} studied the effect of Dockerfile changes on build time and quality (and utilized the static tool Hadolint). Hassan et al. \cite{40} proposed RUDSEA a tool-supported technique that proposes updates in Dockerfiles. RUDSEA analyzes changes in software environment assumptions—obtained with static analysis—and their impacts. We consider RUDSEA and SHIPWRIGHT to be complimentary approaches: RUDSEA focuses on changes within a project and SHIPWRIGHT focuses on changes external to a project. Other empirical studies on DevOps, but not Docker, include an examination of *smells* in software-configuration files \cite{41}, and a study of the coupling between infrastructure-as-code files and “traditional” source-code files \cite{42}.

**Automated Code Repairs.** SHIPWRIGHT lies within the growing body of work in automated repair. According to a recent survey \cite{43}, our approach can be classified as both Generate-and-Validate and Fix Recommender. We use predefined templates that are obtained (i) via the analysis of build logs extracted from our clusters, and (ii) from examples found in community websites. As such, we side-step the challenge of a fully automatic repair process to produce acceptable fixes. In addition to automated repair of source code, there is a growing effort to automate repair of build-related (DevOps) artifacts. These DevOps artifacts are unique in that they are often tied to both a source repository and the broader external environment in which one wants to build, test, and/or run their code. In the broader context of repair for build-related artifacts, both Lou et al. \cite{44} and Hassan and Wang \cite{4} investigate repair in the domain of Gradle builds (a kind of DevOps artifact used in many Java projects) and Macho et al. \cite{45} explore the related problem of automated repair for Maven builds.

**Broken Updates in Package Managers.** Prior work investigated the impact of breaking changes in package managers. Mancinelli et al. \cite{11} formalized package dependencies within a repository, and encoded the installability problem as a SAT problem. Vouillon and Cosmo \cite{10} proposed an algorithm to identify *broken sets* of packages that cannot be upgraded together within a component repository. McCamant and Ernst \cite{11} proposed an approach for checking compatibility of upgraded software components. They compute operational abstractions based on input/output behaviour to test whether a new component can replace an old one. Møller and Torp \cite{12} proposed a model-based testing approach to identify type-regression problems that result in breaking changes in JavaScript libraries. These works deal with improvements and repairs applied to a package repository or library, and thus have a different focus compared to SHIPWRIGHT, which is on repairing *broken* Dockerfiles. More related to checking inconsistencies of client code, Tucker et al. \cite{13} proposed the OPIUM package-management tool. Given a set of installed packages and information about dependencies and conflicts, they used a variety of solvers to determine (i) if a new package can be installed; (ii) the optimal way to install it; and (iii) the minimal number of packages (possibly none) that must be removed from the system. SHIPWRIGHT does not rely on explicit information about dependencies (which might not be available or feasible to obtain). Instead, it extracts information from build logs, and leverages community knowledge bases to find solutions. This approach enables SHIPWRIGHT to address problems that go beyond broken packages and conflicts.

**VIII. Conclusions**

In an analysis of many open source repositories that use Docker, we found a surprising number of *broken* Dockerfiles, most of which existing static analyzers cannot detect. For the cases they can detect, they do not propose repairs. To address this problem, we propose SHIPWRIGHT, a human-in-the-loop approach for clustering, analyzing, and fixing broken Dockerfiles. We conducted a comprehensive evaluation of SHIPWRIGHT, which showed that it was a helpful aid to fix broken Dockerfiles on GitHub. Using SHIPWRIGHT we were able to submit 45 pull requests, of which 19 were accepted. Furthermore, the tools and data we produced as result of this study are publicly available online via our artifact:

[https://github.com/STAR-RG/shipwright](https://github.com/STAR-RG/shipwright)
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